PRIVACY NOTICE
1. Thomson-Walsh is a private limited company based in England, providing the services of Dr Neil
Thomson-Walsh who is a registered and licensed General Medical Practitioner and Pharmaceutical
Physician in the UK, and registered in the Republic of Ireland as a General Medical Practitioner and
Pharmaceutical Physician.
2. This notice covers how Thomson-Walsh Ltd processes and controls personal data.
Personal data that are processed during the clinical/ medical work of Dr Neil Thomson-Walsh is in-line
with prevailing legislation guided by statutory bodies and advised by medical defence organisations is
not in the scope of this notice – such personal data are controlled by the third-party organisation.
3. Personal data includes, inter-alia, the data subject’s name, email address, postal address, photograph,
telephone number(s), social media profile.
4. Data subjects have the right to access their personal data held by Thomson-Walsh Ltd, and data
subjects’ rights within the General Data Protection Regulation are upheld as well as any national
legislation in England.
5. Thomson-Walsh Ltd only collects personal data that may have provided in communications between the
data subject and Thomson-Walsh Ltd, or are available in the public domain such as the data subject’s
company website or a social media profile.
6. Personal data are used for the legitimate interests of Thomson-Walsh Ltd and for the data subjects’
legitimate interests that have been reasonably assumed by Thomson-Walsh Ltd whilst performing the
business activities of Thomson-Walsh Ltd, for example booking shifts for a health service or sharing
political opinion on social media platforms.
7. Personal data held by Thomson-Walsh Ltd will only be held for an appropriate length of time as to
comply with various prevailing legislation in England.
8. Hard-copies of personal data are held in a secure physical environment, and soft-copies are held in a
password-protected environment.
9. Thomson-Walsh Ltd does not ordinarily share personal data. Thomson-Walsh Ltd acts within the
statutes and laws of England and would only share personal data with the consent of data subjects, or
without consent should it be in the public interest or for other legal reasons.
10. Access to personal data can be requested by data subjects provided they can identify themselves as
the data subject – by email: medical.services@thomson-walsh.com.
11. Dr Neil Thomson-Walsh can be contacted by email: medical.services@thomson-walsh.com or via the
registered address of Thomson-Walsh Ltd.
12. Changes to this privacy notice: 18th July 2018, creation of privacy notice.
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